
VILLAGE OF MONROE PLANNING BOARD 
WORKSHOP MEETING 

OCTOBER 10, 2012 
MINUTES 

 
 
 
PRESENT: Chairman Parise, Members Cocks, Syrianos, DeAngelis, Niemotko, 
Engineer O’Rourke, Attorney Levinson, Building Inspector Wilkins 
 
Chairman Parise opened the meeting at 8:00 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance to the 
flag.  An announcement was made regarding the location of fire exits.   
 
1. Jakes Wayback Burgers – Conditional Use – (201-3-12) 

Present: Don Atlas; Steve Brown, Hudson Valley Realty; Larry Marshall, P.E., 
Mercurio-Norton-Tarolli-Marshall 

 
Chairman Parise acknowledged receipt of a reply from Orange County Department of 
Planning as well as a letter from NYS DOT.  Engineer O’Rourke stated he spoke with 
DOT and they have received a full set of plans and are in the process of reviewing the 
plans.  The letter received stated no permits seemed to be needed however the plans 
need to be reviewed by the local field agent.  Engineer O’Rourke discussed his review 
of the latest submitted plan.  There are a few bulk table details that need to be corrected 
and details and location of any signage needs to be included on the map.  Engineer 
Marshall stated the sign would be where the existing pylon sign is today and the sign is 
shown on the plans.  Mr. Atlas stated the pylon sign would be the only sign.  Chairman 
Parise discussed the comments from Orange County Planning.  The two comments 
were installation of sidewalks leaving the rear portion of the lot open for access to the 
Heritage Trail. Building Inspector Wilkins commented that a sidewalk would lead to 
nowhere as the corner is on one end of the property and the neighboring properties do 
not have sidewalks.  Member DeAngelis was in favor of sidewalks as more and more 
people are walking throughout the Village.  Attorney Levinson disagreed and stated 
nobody walks in the Village.  Engineer O’Rourke explained that because the property is 
on a State Road any sidewalks would be the responsibility of the Village to maintain and 
the DPW Superintendent was not interested in maintaining these sidewalks.  In addition 
there is no space for future extension of a sidewalk on from this property to adjacent 
properties.  Engineer O’Rourke also noted that the comment from OC Planning 
regarding access to the Heritage Trail would be very difficult as the area to the Heritage 
Trail is very steep.  For security and safety a walkway or path would not be feasible.  
Engineer O’Rourke stated that all other engineering issues have been satisfied.  
Chairman Parise noted that a Public Hearing is scheduled for October 15, 2012 and 
reminded the applicant to bring the Certificates of Mailing to the Public Hearing.  Mr. 
Atlas stated he gave the Certificates of Mailing to Building Inspector Wilkins.  Attorney 
Levinson questioned why the Building Inspector would have the Certificates of Mailing 
and informed the applicant he needed to bring them to the Public Hearing as they need 
to be filed with the Planning Board. 



2. Mavis Tire – Conditional Use/Site Plan – (220-4-6.1) 
Present: Steve Brown, Hudson Valley Realty; Larry Marshall, P.E., Mercurio-
Norton-Tarolli-Marshall 

 
Chairman Parise stated the applicant went to the ZBA and received a variance for a 
side yard setback.  Engineer Marshall stated the site currently houses an abandoned 
building which used to be a restaurant.  The applicant is proposing removing the current 
structure and building a new 5730 square foot building on the footprint of the current 
structure, adding an additional 45’ to the length towards the rear property line.  The 
parking lot will be renovated with curbing, paving and striping and 24 parking spaces 
are shown.  Overall there will be less impervious surface on the lot than there is today.  
The building will house a Mavis Discount Tire which performs mostly tire sales and 
service as well as minor automotive repairs. Attorney Levinson questioned why the 
applicant applied for a variance if they are removing the building.  Chairman Parise 
stated the application provides for an addition to the existing building, not a new 
building.  Engineer Marshall apologized for the confusion and explained that the 
construction necessary for this project would require removal of 90% of the existing 
building therefore rebuilding on the same footprint is the safest most cost effective 
alternative.  A variance was applied for because the setback issue will remain as the 
new building is being built on the footprint of the existing building.  Member DeAngelis 
commented that Mavis Tire has a certain look to all of their buildings and questioned if 
the reason for the new building was to keep with that same look.  Engineer Marshall 
stated essentially yes, the building needs to reflect the Mavis model and alterations 
would require essentially a rebuild.  Member DeAngelis asked how many bays would be 
in the building.  Engineer Marshall stated 7 bays with a small office.  The layout hides 
the bays from the road creating a visual of the office from the front of the property. 
Attorney Levinson stated the applicant should have come to the Planning Board first 
before going to the ZBA because it is a new building.  Mr. Brown added that to 
accommodate the Mavis model, the building needed to remain in the same location as 
the existing building.  Placing the building on the lot where every setback is met would 
not allow for space for parking or traffic flow.  The only possible location for the building 
is where the existing building is located today and that is why the variance was applied 
for.  The foundation and slab that is currently on site will be used with the addition off 
the rear. Member Cocks questioned if the new building is being built on the footprint of 
the existing building and the addition is being built directly off that footprint what 
difference would it make to the ZBA if it was an addition or a new structure, as it is still a 
5ft side yard setback whether the whole side of the building is new or only part of it.  
Attorney Levinson questioned the wording of the ZBA decision.  Member Niemotko 
asked if the variance noted specifically for a setback on an addition of the building or 
just a setback.  Mr. Brown stated the variance was for a 5 foot side yard setback.  It was 
continuing the non-conformity as the lot was preexisting, non-conforming.  Mr. Brown 
added that the current sunroom will be removed and by so doing that the front wall of 
the building will be built 51 feet from the front property line putting the currently non-
conforming building within the bulk requirements, actually decreasing the non-
conformity.  Chairman Parise asked about the lot behind the site.  Engineer Marshall 
explained that access for that property is through the neighboring property and was 



provided during the subdivision process.  Engineer Marshall stated there is a garbage 
easement through this lot to the lot behind and will need to be addressed.  The 
easement can remain and the location of the dumpster as shown on the plan can be 
relocated, or the easement will have to be removed.  At this time the same owner owns 
both lots therefore this can be remedied.  It is something to be discussed with the 
current property owner.  Engineer O’Rourke stated the purpose for the garbage 
easement is that the ingress/egress to the rear lot has a 90 degree bend and garbage 
trucks cannot manage that kind of turn.  Chairman Parise stated emergency vehicles 
could also have issue getting to the rear lot.  Engineer Marshall stated the applicant has 
no issue with relocating the dumpster and tweaking the plans and details.  Engineer 
O’Rourke commented that the rear section of the lot has plenty of room for adjustments.  
Building Inspector Wilkins stated that customers of Big Mike’s use this lot to park as well 
as Captains Table parking too.  Mr. Brown stated this will be discussed with Mavis and 
signage could be provided.  Engineer O’Rourke discussed additional engineering 
comments.  Proposed door/bay locations need to be shown to ensure traffic flow and 
maneuverability; existing landscaping needs to be cleaned up; pavement is in disrepair; 
hours of operation should be noted on the plan; lighting needs to be addressed; 
submission to the County under 239 regulations and NYS DOT for review will be 
required; and as this is a conditional use, a public hearing will be required.  In addition, 
as this is a State road any sidewalks would be required to be maintained by the Village 
and the DPW Superintendent does not want that.  The project is a permitted use with 
conditional use permit; it meets all bulk and is a viable use.  There is existing sewer and 
water on the site.  An updated full plan should be submitted.  Building Inspector Wilkins 
questioned where the tires would be stored and how would used oil be dealt with.  
Engineer Marshall stated Mavis does not have any outside storage and a tank will be 
inside the building and oil disposed of in accordance with standard rules and 
regulations.  Attorney Levinson reminded the applicant to address the garbage 
easement issue. 
 
3. Lenza – Site Plan – (223-1-4) 
 Present: Steve Brown, Hudson Valley Realty 
 
Chairman Parise stated the property is currently in blight proceedings with the Village 
Board and according to the Village Board minutes of 10/2/12 the property owners have 
30 days to secure the property and must provide a status report to the Village Board by 
11/8/12 of their progress with the Planning Board.  If no progress is made an RFP will 
be authorized for the building’s removal.  Chairman Parise informed Mr. Brown that the 
Board cannot move forward until the violation is cleared up, but can certainly discuss 
the sketch plan at this time.  Mr. Brown stated the property owner agrees the building 
needs to come down.  There was a legal issue regarding possession of the property 
which is being taken care of this week.  Once the property owner regains possession of 
the property the building will be taken down.  Mr. Brown discussed the sketch plan.  He 
is proposing subdividing the lot giving Monroe Rentals its own lot and the rest of the lot 
for a new building with two fast food/drive through restaurants.  Engineer O’Rourke 
stated that the subdivision leaves the Monroe Rentals lot not meeting the bulk 
requirements and variances will be needed.  The use dictates the size of the lot and the 



use for Monroe Rentals requires a 40,000 square foot lot area. The lot itself could be 
used for other purposes requiring less of a lot area therefore it is possible to obtain a 
variance for this specific use on this lot since the use is preexisting.  Engineer O’Rourke 
discussed the other lot and deferred to Attorney Levinson with the issue of two uses on 
one lot.  To alleviate this Engineer O’Rourke suggested creating the use as 
neighborhood shopping center which would meet the bulk requirements and can 
accommodate future changes.  Mr. Brown asked the Board what their feeling was 
regarding the subdivision.  Attorney Levinson responded the Board was in favor of a 
subdivision and Attorney Levinson stated the Board recommends processing the 
application as a neighborhood shopping center.  Attorney Levinson stated the applicant 
cannot go to the ZBA until the violation is satisfied.  Chairman Parise questioned the 
Board as to their feelings on this plan.  The Board was all in favor of the plan and 
subdivision. 
 
4. 577 Route 17M – Site Plan – (220-5-16.1) 
 Present: John Loch, AFR Engineering; Shulem Brach 
 
Chairman Parise stated a reply was received from Orange County Planning as well as 
DOT and commented that most of the issues raised by OC Planning have already been 
discussed by the Board.  Chairman Parise felt some of the comments were concerning 
traffic to the site.  Engineer Loch explained that there would not be consumer traffic but 
would only be truck traffic.  UPS, FedEx and two box trucks and a van owned and 
operated by the company would be making the deliveries for the mail order business. 
Chairman Parise questioned if the dumpsters would be empty while on site.  The Board 
does not want garbage dealt with on site.  Member Cocks questioned the metal building 
and salt shed indicated on the plan.  Engineer Loch stated they were existing structures 
on the site and would not be used at this time.  Member Cocks suggested the structures 
be removed if they are not being used.  The applicant did not want to remove the 
structures as they could potentially be used in the future.  The Board all felt the 
structures should be removed.  Engineer Loch stated currently there are two tenants of 
the site but most of the building is still empty.  Additional tenants will be added in the 
future and the applicant understands they will have to return to the Board with each new 
tenant.  Engineer Loch stated the hours of operation will be Sunday through Friday 6:00 
a.m. – 6:00 p.m.  Building Inspector Wilkins asked how many dumpsters would be 
stored on the site.  Engineer Loch stated up to 30, there are 30 spaces provided.  
Building Inspector Wilkins was concerned with noise from the dumpsters at 6:00 a.m. on 
Sunday mornings.  Engineer Loch stated the properties surrounding the site include a 
tennis court, bank, commercial buildings and a golf course.  Any issues from residents 
within proximity of the site can be addressed at the public hearing.  This is an existing 
commercial property in a general business zone and the applicant intends to use this as 
commercial property.  Engineer O’Rourke commented that all previous engineer 
comments have been addressed.  In addition Engineer O’Rourke visited the site 
concerning landscaping and screening and there are currently 40-50 ft. high evergreens 
between the tennis courts and the closest residences therefore no new screening will be 
necessary.  Engineer Loch added that the primary area for the dumpster locations is on 
the eastern side of the building.  In addition, Engineer Loch will follow up with DOT.   



5. Colonial Plaza – Site Plan – (223-1-2.2) 
 Present: Mark Siemers, Pieterzak & Pfau 
 
Engineer O’Rourke stated this was an existing .9 acre parcel located in the GB zone in 
which Auto Repair Service is a permitted conditional use.  Drainage is of concern as 
there is a large drainage course traversing the sight.  There is a meeting scheduled with 
Lanc & Tully and the applicant’s engineer to discuss the drainage issues and existing 
stream impacts.  In addition there are wetlands on the property which need to be 
delineated and confirmed by the Army Corps. of Engineers.  Other issues the Board 
should review are the general site layout and potential sidewalks along 17M.  
Considering there is an existing sidewalk in front of the existing Willoby’s site next door 
and as that site is being developed the continuation of sidewalks along this parcel 
should be considered. The grading of the parking lot needs to be considered which in its 
current layout can cause drainage issues. In addition due to the small size of the lot 
snow storage should also be discussed as well as curbing around the parking lot.  
Engineer O’Rourke recommends that the dumpster location be shifted so as not to be 
seen from Route 17M.  On site soil investigation needs to be performed due to 
wetlands.  An existing tree line along the rear of the property should be shown as the 
Village Code requires screening of commercial property when bordering residential 
property.  Lighting details needs to be provided. Construction details for NYS DOT 
should be provided on the plan.  All zoning districts adjacent to the property need to be 
noted on the plan; design specifics need to be included on the plan; a highway entrance 
permit is required from DOT and the plans should be submitted to emergency services 
for input, as well as the required 239 review from Orange County Planning, DOT, and 
OC Sewer.  In addition the code section regarding maintaining the landscaping in 
perpetuity needs to be added to the plan; any signage location and details needs to be 
on the plan; mulch is not allowed near the building due to fire hazard and needs to be 
changed.  Member Cocks questioned the lighting at the entrance and stated it is a 
difficult turn at that area and should be well lit. 
 
6. The Botanical – Proposed Senior Housing – (222-1-2, 13-16 & 220-5-25) 
 Present:  Aron Goldklang; Neil Connuck 
 
Mr. Connuck updated the Board since the last appearance.  A market study has been 
completed and Mr. Connuck submitted 5 copies for review.  The site plan has changed 
since the last submission from 120 units to 72 units.  Once the 72 units are filled the 
applicant will re-apply to build the final 48 units.  The applicant has now partnered with 
Southern Tier Environments for Living and Independent Living for funding for affordable 
housing.  An application to NY State for funding will be sent in November.  The 
applicant is ready to proceed with the funding application process and would like to 
proceed with the Village and is looking for the Planning Board’s recommendation to the 
Village Board for the project.  Chairman Parise stated since the market study was just 
submitted at this meeting the Board needs time to review it before they can make any 
comments or recommendations.  In addition Chairman Parise notes there are no 
changes on the plan submitted from the prior plan submitted.  Engineer O’Rourke 
commented that the site plan and application, both of which have been modified, do not 



match.  New plans and revised application need to be submitted.  Mr. Connuck stated 
the name of the project has also changed to Horizon Acres and will no longer be called 
The Botanical.  Chairman Paris stated all paperwork needs to be adjusted and the 
application papers and site plans need to match.  In addition the original signed and 
notarized owner’s forms from the application were never provided.  Those need to be 
submitted in order to proceed.  Engineer O’Rourke commented that with the new layout 
it appears a land locked parcel has been created, specifically 220-5-25, and this is not 
permitted in the code.  Engineer Siemers stated that parcel is already land locked.  
Engineer O’Rourke stated that this lot as well as the adjoining lots leading out to the 
road are all under the same ownership which eliminates the land locked issue.  If the 
ownership changes then 220-5-25 will be land locked.  Engineer Siemers will look into 
straightening this out.  Chairman Parise questioned the Board about how they feel 
about the plan and senior housing.  The Board felt that senior housing was fine but the 
plan and the size of the units were impractical.  They did not meet the needs of senior 
citizens with small square footage, only one bedroom, not enough parking to 
accommodate each unit.  Attorney Levinson questioned why the units were being 
limited to one bedroom and stated that was impractical as senior citizens could have 
guests such as family who would want to stay over, or potentially need aids or 
accessory care who would also need a place to stay.  Mr. Connuck explained that the 
State is looking to fund only one bedroom units for seniors in the 9% tax bracket. 
Member Niemotko questioned how many floors in each building and what rooms are 
contained in each unit.  Mr. Connuck stated they would be 3 story buildings with an 
elevator and each unit would contain a bedroom, kitchen, living room and bathroom and 
would be approximately 600-700 square feet total.   The Board felt the size of the units 
were very small and impractical and not providing a service to senior citizens.  Mr. 
Connuck explained that the state guidelines mandate minimum of 580 square feet for 
this type of unit.  Member Syrianos asked if grandchildren and family wanted to visit and 
needed to stay overnight would there be room.  Mr. Connuck agreed they would be on 
the couch or in the living room area.  Chairman Parise asked what the monthly rents 
would be.  Mr. Connuck stated they would start at $700 per month.  They are looking for 
a PILOT agreement for 50 years to keep this as affordable housing.  Mr. Connuck 
referred the Board to page 2 of the market study where it outlined the unit/rent 
summary.  10 units of 650 square feet at $654 per month; 25 units of 650 square feet at 
$690 per month; 10 units of 650 square feet at $840 per month and 20 units of 650 
square feet at $690 per month and these last 20 units will be applying for project based 
section 8 vouchers.  Chairman Parise stated that senior housing in this area is a good 
idea but what is actually being proposed is misleading and very limited when 
considering the needs of seniors, such as layout of the building, size of the units, 
parking spaces and the rents.  Member Niemotko asked if the buildings would have 
reception areas.  Mr. Connuck stated there would be a lobby area on the ground floor of 
each building and a community room in each building and 10 storage units in each 
building, as well as office space for Independent Living.  The State has very tight 
guidelines for funding and they have to follow these guidelines.  Member DeAngelis 
questioned why the applicant was building this type of housing as opposed to housing 
for seniors.  Mr. Connuck stated he was only the consultant and couldn’t answer that 
question.  The Board had concerns of the practicality of the layout and sizes of the units 



and Mr. Connuck explained this was low income housing, not luxury housing.  He 
promised the buildings would be done nicely but reminded the Board there were strict 
regulations to be followed.  Member DeAngelis questioned how many low income 
housing projects are actually needed in Monroe? The Board was not happy with low 
income housing.  The application was for senior housing.  Chairman Parise stated the 
Board needed time to review the Market Study submitted and this application will be on 
for the workshop in November for discussion.   
 
ADJOURNMENT 
On a motion made by Member Cocks and seconded by Member Syrianos it was 
unanimously Resolved that there being no further business, the Meeting be 
adjourned.  The meeting was adjourned at 9:45 p.m.  
 
 
 


